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While poking around stuff that we have on our hard drives, and looking around online, we made
a strange discovery recently.

  

We're more attracted to women smoking hookahs than ever before.

  

Don't get us wrong, it will never be our favorite type of female smoking - cigarettes will always
top the list for us. But there was definitely something that drew us to the "sheesha" videos we
found.

  

If we were smarter, we would have just enjoyed ourselves and moved on. However, we're way
too analytical for that; we spent some time trying to figure out just why we suddenly found
women smoking hookahs more of interest than in the past.

  

We did a lot of research, meaning we watched the videos a number of times - all in the name of
science, of course. Here's what we've concluded:

  

1.  Women (well, people in general, but the women are naturally the ones we pay attention to)
who smoke hookahs do it for the fun and enjoyment of it and not just to satisfy a craving. There
aren't a lot of bored women in sheesha videos. They're all having fun with their smoking - and
that's alluring, at least to us.

  

2.  Hookah smoking is a sociable activity, which means there are usually two or more women
participating. We always prefer watching two or three women smoke than just one (for obvious
reasons).
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3.  There's less "down time" in the video - in a cigarette video, there's usually anywhere from ten
to thirty seconds between inhales. In a hookah videos, someone is always smoking.

  

4.  There are certainly lots of videos showing novice or non-smokers trying hookahs, which
aren't of great interest to us. However, regular smokers who are having fun with their sheesha
smoking tend to show off and play with their smoke; there are lots of huge cone exhales, nose
exhales, snap inhales and big smoke rings - not to mention smoke exchanges. To those of us
who enjoy seeing accomplished smokers perform, a good hookah video can be a treasure trove
of terrific smoking.

  

5.  There's no such thing as an ultra-light hookah. If women are deeply inhaling smoke from a
sheesha, it's strong smoke and they're obviously enjoying it.

  

6.  At times, when women are sharing a hookah, they're also smoking cigarettes during their
"down time." That makes the video even smokier and more fun to watch.

  

7.  We spend way too much time analyzing why we like what we like.

  

This probably was not an illuminating column to read. Everyone who visits this page already
knows what they like - and we're not out to convince anyone to "give hookah videos a try." This
also doesn't mean there will be an influx of sheesha material at Smoke Signals Online - we
usually only have one hookah shoot per year.

  

We're just fortunate enough to have a soapbox from which we can rant or pontificate. And for
some reason, we felt the need to share a previously "untapped" source of enjoyment that we've
rediscovered.

  

Happy New Year!
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